
COSMO TAG Meeting - Thursday, July 9th 2015 
14:30-16:30 CEST 

Participants: COSMO Software Administrators  (Uli  Schättler (US),  Jean-Marie Bettems
(JMB), Antonio Vocino (AV), Daniel Lüthi (DL)),  TAG Coordinator (Massimo
Milelli (MM)).

Chair: Massimo Milelli (MM)

Invited: Theodore Andreadis (TA), Xavier Lapillonne (XL)
 
Minutes: Massimo Milelli (MM)

Already excused:  Uli Blahak (UB)

Agenda

1. Outcomes of the workshop on GRIB2 consolidation on May 21 (minutes sent by  US on
June 10 to TAG mailing list). Discussion about the proposed update of COSMO policy (see
email of Uli S. on July 3 to TAG)

2. Technical Test Suite status after the meeting in March at CUS

3. Web pages modification after the SMC meeting. 
 The  proposal  has  been  uploaded  in  parallel  pages:  http://www.cosmo-

model.org/content/model/mm_default.htm, 
http://www  .cosmo-model.org/content/support/software/mm_downloads.htm

 In general, there is a problem with the web update. Some pages are really old or not
filled at all (http://www.cosmo-model.org/content/tasks/operational/default.htm or
http://www.cosmo-model.org/content/tasks/priorityProjects/taskDetails.priv.htm). 
Cosmin  Barbu  offered  to  upload  the  information  for  PPs,  but  he  needs  the
collaboration of the PP leaders

4. HNMS proposal for a new web server (document sent by MM on June 3 to TAG mailing list)

5. Bugzilla status (http://www.cosmo-model.org/tracker  )

6. Revision Control System: in view of a new server which may permit to install more features,
do our community really need this facility in the (near) future ?  

7. Namelist tool: this tool has been recently improved by Andreas Will and Tom Seemann, it is
in the CLM-community page but also is linked in our area. Any idea for the improvement of
the tool is welcome (http://www.cosmo-model.org/content/tasks/operational  )

8. “Scientific” version of COSMO, updates of coding standards with STELLA rules in C++ as
decided during the latest SMC meeting, ICON participation in TAG, OpenACC tutorial

9. Next GM: TAG meeting ? 

10. AoB
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